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‘ WHAT CAN myght powr or  auncyet bloode  avayll
0r els  ryches, that men cownte felicite
What can  they helpe, ferfull dethe to asayll
Certes nothynge, and  that  is p(ro)vyd by me  ’

so begins the inscription on  a  tomb  (ca.  1500) in  Cople  Church, Bedfordshire.
Nonetheless, wealth and station  permit  variety and choice among means for
the  disposal  of the  dead.  In the survey of  death,  burial and the  status  of em-
balming in the fifteenth  century which follows, the social distinction in the  treat-
ment  of the  deceased  is freely recognised.

Hence, for the majority of the  population  (that is, other than royalty,
lords temporal  and  spiritual, other  propertied  classes  and the major criminals)
the procedure of burial was limited to a simple ceremony. The corpse, after
being washed, was sewn  into a  linen (or, increasingly often, woollen) shroud
Which was then knotted at the  head  and the feet and interred in an unmarked
grave in consecrated ground.1 The  poor  were ‘ sowed like to  Grain  or  Cam
in the expectations of a future Harvest.’2 Difi'erent rites obtained for the
prosperous, however, and  a  costly funeral was followed by burial in a  c'ofl‘in
within the church environs (chancel,  chapel,  side-aisles, etc.) or in the grave-
yard  outside, in  a  more  or less elaborate tomb or  vault. .

Changes in the  tomb  furnishings with fashion are worthy of examination
before  proceeding to study the fate of the body within. The  superstructure
of the tomb accorded to a  prominent person  varied in complexity from flat
slabs (possibly indented with  a  brass memorial), to an altar  tomb  (with or
without  a  brass), a  recumbent efligy,  sculptured in the  round,  or  even  a.  canopy
over the  tomb  or  a  chantry chapel.a

By contrast,  coffins  (never intended to be viewed) showed little variety.
In earlier periods they had  been manufactured  of  stone  or lead but the latter
material  became  the  .vogue  during the fifteenth century (often in an outer
coflin  of elm or oak). Leaden  coffins  were  often  made to contain the embalmed
corpse4 and shaped to the general  contours  of the body within (that of Henry
IV  exhibiting even a protrusion encompassing the hands inan attitude of prayer).6
From the  late  fifteenth century the leaden coflins, after  being  soldered down,
were furnished with an inscription identifying the  person  within.

Although, for about a millenium, the stone  coffin  lid (‘ crossed slab,’
‘  grave cover,’ or  ‘  floor  stone  ’) had been the most common type of  monument
in England, there  were continuous  changes in its  design  and deployment in the
late  mediaeval period. Under the influence of styles in monumental brasses
the functional tapering shape gave way to  a  rectangular slab allowing  greater
freedom in carving and elaboration of design on the coflin lid and increased
scope  for the inscription (see below). Throughout  the  fifteenth  century most
coffin  lids continued to bear the  cross  motif,  incised or in low relief, often with
additional carved symbols appropriate to the rank or occupation of the deceased
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(considered to have evolved originally in order to  acquaint  an illiterate  popula-
tion  with information concerning the person commemorated), with the best
work  executed  before  1425 (though  generalisations are difficult  owing to the
depredations  that have  occurred  by appropriation of the slabs for flooring
or  other  uses as building materials). The growth in the popularity of effigial
figures  in brass or alabaster during the fifteenth century was at the  expense  of
the  sculptured coffin  lid memorial.“ The  sculptured  recumbent  efligies  on
tombs  of the fifteenth century in England are chiefly of alabaster, other materials
(oak, purbeck  marble, sandstone) having fallen into disuse.

Of the royal  tombs  for the  period, those  of  Henry IV (d.  1409) and his
second wife Joanna of Navarre (d.  1437) at Canterbury Cathedral are of ala-
baster, painted and parcel-gilt;7 whereas,  uniquely,  the  effigy of Henry V
(d.  1422) on his  tomb  at Westminster was of  oak, sheathed in silver-gilt plates
and bearing head, hands and regalia of solid silver (robbed substantially by
1479!)“ Subsequently, until  the time of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York
(for whom painted wooded funerary effigies have  survived  to  supplement  their
sumptuous  cast  bronze  tomb  efligies  at Westminster) the only English  royal tomb
efligies  known are the alabaster figlres of Edward of Middleham (d.  1484) at
Sherifi‘ Hutton2 and of his father at Leicester (provided by Henry VII at  a cost
of £10 ls.,1° but now lost).

'  The alabaster and brass  efligies  of the fifteenth century are of interest  typo-
logically in the depiction of  armour, costume (civil, legal, ecclesiastical) and
heraldry. However, in parallel to this, there came, throughout  the  century,
a.  growing urgency to portray the deceased in  a  way which  emphasised  the
perishability of the human form. The  person commemorated  was to be  shown
as in death, rather than in the  prime  of life and  exhibiting the trappings of
worldly success. '

This  new trend is seen in brasses in the portrayal of the deceased in  a
shroud, the earliest English  example  being that  of  Joan  Mareys (d.  1431) at
Sheldwich, Kent. Conventionally when  a  brass depicts  a  woman in  contem-
porary costume  alongside her enshrouded  spouse  it indicates that she survived
him and was responsible for the provision of their  joint  memorial; similarly,
the brass of  Tomasina  Tendring (d. 1485) at  Yoxford, Suffolk, shows  five of her
children in shrouds while two  more  are in normal  costume, intimating that  only
these  two survived infancy (and her own demise).

From the mid-fifteenth century brass designs  progress  to show the body
reduced to  a skeleton  with or  lacking a  shroud.  That  of  Ralph  Hamsterley
(ca.  1510) at Oddington, Oxford, even has the  shroud opened  to reveal a
seething mass  of worms feeding on the remaining flesh—in  disregard of the fact
that earthworms are  absent  from the normal scavengers  upon  a corpse!11

Analogous themes occur among efligies  sculptured  in the  round, the  most
comprehensive example  probably the  tomb  of Henry Chichele, Archbishop of
Canterbury (d.  1443).  Under  a  magnificently carved  canopy his body is  res-
plendent  in archiepiscopal  vestments; in contrast, beneath the table tomb  sup-
porting the  efligy one  sees  another figure, representing his  naked, emaciated
cadaver lying upon  a shroud.12

Tomb  inscriptions of the fifteenth century show no  decrease  in the im-
portance  of  Latin; there  was, however, a  great  upsurge  in the use of the ver-
nacular. Whether or not  this  was related  more  to the  grudging recognition
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of the  English language  for  certain  ecclesiastical  purposes implicit in Arch-
bishop Arundel’s Oxford  Decrees of  1407  or to increasing literacy so far as the
native  tongue  was concerned, English came  to supersede  Norman French  in
tomb  inscriptions.  Stock  formulae continued to be employedla and an in-
creasingly popular prayer  in inscriptions was  ‘  Jhesu merci; Lady helpe.’

Changes  occurred  in the lettering of  tomb  inscriptions. In the first half
of the  fifteenth  century, Black Letter replaced  the earlier Lombardic (or uncial)
characters, then in the  second  half of the  century the  Black  Letter  became more
rounded and  legible with  individual characteristics  diagnostic  of the  workshops
concerned  in the manufacture of the  tomb.“ Finally, Arabic numerals  began
to  appear  in recording dates of death in  tomb  inscriptions from the mid century,
e.g. an unknown lady (d.  1454) at Ware, Hertfordshire.

Henceforth, our  concern  is with the  preparation  of the  corpse  itself.
The  body of the  deceased, if not simply enclosed  in a  shroud, was swathed  from
head to  foot  in  a  winding sheet  (or  fascia) and the  face  was covered with  a
handkerchief (sudarium) and the whole covered with a waxed cerecloth.15

Throughout  the  Middle Ages  there had  been recourse  to  opening the body
of the  deceased  and the  removal  of  selected  organs for burial  quite  separately
from  the  bulk  of the corpse. The origin of  this ritual  lay in the  desireto recon-
cile opposing interests—the  bereaved  relatives required  that  the body be in-
terred  within the boundaries of the principal manor, irrespective  of the  place  of
death, whereas  the  monastic  institution  responsible for  nursing the  deceased
during the  agonal  period  and/or officiating at the funeral  might also  wish to
retain  some relic  of an  important person. Certain organs, therefore  (heart,
intestines, brain, etc.) might  be buried at the  site  of  death whereas  the  major
portion of the remains were  returned  to the  home estate  for  interment. This
mode  of  treatment  was employed sporadically during the Middle  Ages  for it
was  sometimes  subject to  Papal  prohibition but in England it  continued  at
least up to the death of  Arthur, Prince of Wales (d. 1502).m '

The  expertise gained  in the removal of the viscera, as described  above, may
have  contributed, albeit  serendipitously, to the rediscovery of a  successful
technique  for  embalming the body.  This  is  because  the. microorganisms
responsible  for the  early stages  of putrefaction  have their origin  in the intestines,
from  which  they migrate  to the  other  parts of the  body within  a  short time  of
death; hence, evisceration shortly after death  was  found  to  assist  in  delaying
the  onset  of putrefaction.

_  Before  reviewing the status of the art of embalming the dead in  late-
mediaeval England, it is necessary to examine the motives and mechanisms
behind  the practice itself. True embalming, a  deliberate  attempt  to prevent
disintegration  of the  soft tissues, had one or more  purposes, such  as temporary
preservation  of the  corpse  of one who died far from  home, when burial would
be delayed, or  sometimes  maintenance of a life-like appearance  sufficient  to
permit  positive  identification  so that when the  corpse  was  exposed  to public
view  the fact of  death  of the incumbent  would  be acknowledged and  a successor
chosen  and  perhaps  pretenders discouraged.  A  third possible reason was
preservation  of  corporeal  integrity (irrespective of the evisceration performed)
because  of the  requirement  of literal resurrection of the body.17

It is  known that  certain natural  processes  can  result  in indefinite  preser-
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vation  of the intact cadaver without the intervention of man and difliculties
exist in assessing whether  particular persons  were accorded  the rite of embalm-
ing. Hagiographical literature abounds with the discoveries of the appro-
priately incorrupt bodies of English holy men from St  Cuthbert  to  Henry VI.m
However, there are several natural and artificial processes  which  by preventing
the multiplication of bacteria, are  capable  of reproducing the  appearance
of  miraculous  incorruptibility. The spontaneous  phenomena  include the
fortuitous hermetic sealing of  a tomb, which may result in preservation of soft
tissues of the body within  because the bacteria involved in the aerobic  stage
of putrefaction are starved of oxygen. Azonal  feature  is  exsiccation,  the  natural
drying-out  of a corpse to produce a ‘ mummy,’ the  degree  of preservation of
which results from the fact that microorganisms  require  water for growth.
Natural mummies occur in the  more  arid parts of Europe (Iberian Peninsula,
southern France, Sicily, mainly), however, in England this may occur  only
rarely and is restricted chiefly to the bodies of infants."

A  potentially more widespread process capable of sustaining cadaveric
preservation is the microbial saponification of the body fat (to form  adipocere).
In this instance the decay of subcutaneous  fat, following bacterial hydrolysis,
is arrested and the resultant adipocere (a  waxy material comprising  a mixture
of organic fatty acids) underlying the skin fills out the  corpse  with a form  that
mimics life.20 The biochemical reaction usually occurs  under damp (pref-
erably waterlogged) conditions, the  exclusion  of air preventing oxidation,  but
may occur  under  dry conditions, especially the chemically reducing environ-
ment  of a sealed  tomb.

In the discussion of deliberate preservation of the body (i.e.  embalming)
that follows, it is not always possible to  eliminate  contributions  made  by some  or
all of the above factors acting in concert.  Unfortunately, little is  known  of the
embalming technique  used in the later Middle Ages. Scant evidence is derived
from records of  purchases  of  spices, etc., and reopening of  tombs  and  examina-
tion of preserved bodies  encountered.

A  highly effective  technique for  embalming appears  to have  been  available
from the fourteenth century for royalty, nobility, priesthood, etc.  There were
several  stages involved. The first is that of eviscetation, perhaps  with separate
preservation (and burial) of the organs  removed; this  is of greatest  importance
in that putrefactive coliform bacteria are withdrawn from the body tissues.
Secondly we have the introduction of various antiseptic agents into the  body
cavities, preventing bacteria from becoming re-established  within; the  precise
mechanism  of preservation  depending on the  substance  employed,21 and
thirdly treatment of the exterior of the body with  copious  quantities of  spices
(analogous to the  contemporaneous  spicing of food to  mask  putrefactive
changes) sometimes applied to the  skin  as an ointment or paste.22 The final
stage was the wrapping of the body in a cerecloth, treated with beeswax, the
prelservative action  being dependent upon  the exclusion of air by the  waxen
sea .

Developments in the  treatment  of the dead during the fifteenth century
may be studied by reference to the  exhumations  since  performed.  The  1832
opening of the  tomb  of  Henry IV (d. 1413) at Canterbury confirmed  that he
had  been embalmed  after death.23 The  condition  of preservation of the body,
even facial features, was  excellent  and  made  possible the refutation of the two
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widely held  beliefs that  the  King’s  body had  been  thrown overboard during
the  voyage  from Westminster to Canterbury, for not only was the  coffin  occu-
pied  but the visage  resembled  those  of contemporary portraits of the King
such  as that upon the contemporary choir screen at York,24 and  that  the  king
had met his death as the result of leprosy.25 The coffin of the Queen was  loca-
ted but not opened.

Henry V  died 1n Normandy m 1422  and the  embalming technique chosen
reflected  the circumstances prevailing. The body was  dismembered  and the
flesh  was  separated  from the  bones  by boiling.  Flesh and bones were re-united
in a leaden casket and mixed  with  a great quantity of spices  then  allowed to lie
in state in the Abbey of St  Denys, the necropolis of the kings of France, before
being transported back to England for the  state  funeral  and final burial at
Westminster.” The foregoing is consistent with the fate of.  those  dying far
from  home (earlier  the bodies of crusaders had  been shipped  back preserved
in honey,'and in  Henry’s  instance burial was not to be until  2 months-after
death.

Despite  the evidence of disfavour shown by burial  m  a  ‘badly apparelled
state  ’27 1n the Lady Chapel  of Westminster Abbey, the body of Henry’s Queen,
Katherine (d. 1437), was  remarkably well-preserved, even  though  sufi'ering
further exposure in  a rough  coflin (formed from a  sheet  of lead from the roof)
open  to public view, following the disturbance of her first  tomb  to  make  way for
Henry VII’s  Chantry Chapel.28 It is not now  possible  to  state  whether the
preservation of the body was attributable to the skilful  embalming or to natural
factors, but it was fully articulated and covered with skin like leather on _the
celebrated occasion when  Samuel Pepys recorded  that on his 36th birthday he
‘ kissed  the  quene.  '29

The embalmed body of  Thomas Beaufort, Duke  of Exeter (d.  1424) and
uncle to  Henry V, was found 111 the Abbey of Bury St  Edmunds  m  1772  m a
coflin  of  lead  within an  outer  one of wood, by workmen  digging for  stone.
The body had  been  eviscerated and was well preserved, being‘ soaked in a
pickle’; the face was covered 1n a waxed  cerecloth; flesh, hair, finger  and toe
nails were perfect. 3" '

Two brothers of Henry V  have been recovered similarly well preserved.
They were  John, Duke  of  Bedford, Regent  of France (d.1435) disinterred  m
1866  and  Humphrey,  Duke of Gloucester ((1.  1447),  found in  a  lead  coflin  in a
vault" m St Albans Abbey 1n 1703. The  body of the latter was well  preserved,
fexcept  for the legs from which the  flesh  IS wasted, the pickle at that end having
dried up. ’31

The body of  their nephew, Henry VI ((1.  1471) was embalmed32 then  exposed
publicly at St Pauls and at Blackfriars (for  recognition, as  explained above).
He was first buried at Chertsey Abbey but translated to St  George’s Chapel,
Windsor, 13 years 'later at Richard  III’s order.  When the  tomb  at Windsor
was  opened  in  1910 a rectangular  leaden box was found, containing a  decayed
mass  of bones  mixed  with the rotted textile in which they had  been  wrapped,
together  with assorted rubbish and adipocere. The body had  been  dismem-
bered before  final burial (though not rifled for relics for  most bones  were present,
with the  exception  of the right  arm). A  portion of the skull still had.hair
attached, in one place darkened and said to be  matted  with blood  (though  no
serological  tests were  Carried  out)” The skull as reconstructed was abnormally
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thin  and was  small  in  relation  to the  body stature  and  this  may be of significance
with  respect  to  Henry's bouts  of insanity (cf. his  grandfather  Charles VI of
France)“

The  bodies  of George, Duke  of  Clarence  (d.  1478) and his  wife Isabel
Neville (d.  1477), buried at Tewkesbury, are now  reduced  to  bones, and no
comm‘lants  concerning treatment of the bodies immediately after death are
possib  e.

The burial of Edward IV is  documented better than that  of any monarch
of the  century, with  the  exception  of  Henry V. Following his death on 9th
April, 1483, the  body, naked except  for  a  sheet  covering its  lower half, was
exposed  at the Palace of  Westminster before  removal to Windsor for  interment
in the  Chapel  of St  George  on 18th April.as This  treatment was in partial
contravention of  contemporary directions drawn up for the disposal of the
body of an anointed king:

‘ do on his  surcote  of  cloth, his cap of  estate  on his  head, and  then  ley
hym on  a  fair  borde cou’ed  with  cloth  of gold, his on  hand  on his bely &  a
sep’r  in  toder hande, & oon his face a kerchief, and so shewcd to his  noblez
by the  space of ii dayes and  more, yef the  weder  will it suite?“

This specification, probably never heeded  fully for any English  sovereign,
went  on to  direct  the evisceration, embalming, swathing and  coflining of the
corpse:

‘take  hym  away and bowell hym and  then eftones bame hym, wrap hym
in raynez  wele tramelled  in cords of silke .  . .  &  then  in velvet, & so in  clothe  of
gold  well  tramelled  and then led hym and  cofre  hym  .  .  .  ’ Inspection  of the
contents  of the  coflin  of Edward IV in  1788  revealed  that some  at  least  of  these
directions had  been executed, scraps  of gold velvet still remaining on the corpse.”

The  means  of  disposal  of the  body of Edward  V must remain unresolved,
but the  body of Edward's sister-in-law, Anne Mowbray, Duchess of Norfolk
(d.  1481) was discovered in a lead coflin on the site of the  church  of the  Minor-
esses  of St Clare, London  in  1964.  Little  remained  of the body other than bones
and  a  lock  of hair.” As with  Henry VI, one is entitled to ask whether the  state
of disintegration  resulted from inefficient  embalming or from disturbance of
burial.

Following the  death  of Richard III in  battle  in 1485 the body was  exposed
to view in the Collegiate  Church  of Our  Lady of  Newarke  at  Leicester before
being deposited in  a simple  grave.  Subsequent events prevent  any comment
upon  the  efficiency of  embalming (if any).  Although  it has  been alleged  that
the  tomb  was  destroyed  in the  sixteenth century and the  body thrown  into  the
River  Soar, this remains  to be substantiated and  there  is reason to  suppose
that  the body was  undisturbed  and is  located  in that part of the Greyfriars site
now  underlying a  car park. The recovery of  even  Richard  III’s skeleton  would
solve  the  problem  of his deformity!” The  lead  coflin of Richard’s  Queen,
Anne  Neville (d.  1485) is said to  have been  identified in a  vault  in  Westminster
Abbey in  1866  but was not opened.‘10

The  next  century produced  some  instances of  embalming; the  body of
Prince Arthur being ‘  well  cered  and conveniently dressed  with  spices,’ likewise
his  parents  and  Thomas  Grey, Marquis  of  Dorset  (d. 1532)!1 However,
regular practice  of  embalming in England had clearly come  to an end,‘2 with
the decline in  technique dating from the  second half  of the  fifteenth  century
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(for which  there  is no  record  of the discovery of an intact body .‘3 Further
exhumations  may clarify the matter but  a  loss  of knowledge of the  technique
appears undeniable, for the  body of Elizabeth I was so poorly embalmed that
during the funeral (5  weeks  after her death) the coffin  exploded, owing to the
accumulation  of the  gaseous products  of decomposition):14

The decline of  embalming practice may be  seen as one aspect of transitional
funerary modes  in fifteenth century England. Just as the  tomb  itself was under-
going alteration (in materials, style and inscription), changes in attitude to the
body within were  apparent.  The corruptibility of the corpse was to be  empha-
sised, with  a  greater concern  for the soul evident than for preservation of the
body.
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